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Motivations and Ideas
An ambitious project in the PALMOD climate modeling initiative is to run a complete climate simulations covering a timespan of 125.000 years. In the current
state of the art, this simulation would require about 10 years on the Mistral supercomputer. It is necessary to optimise the code, in particular the most timeconsuming parts like ECHAM6 and its radiation. One strategy seems to be really promising for the purpose; using “less precise” variables in the code.
Single-Precision and Climate Models
● Single-precision reals (32 bits) can save time in operations and variable
storage/retrieval compared to double-precision reals (64 bits).
● Truncated digits can be thought as uncertainity.
●Previous results of single precision implementation on IFS and COSMO
models show a 40% time gain.
●Some code parts may require double-precision or modifications to work
correctly.
●Energy saving up to ~60% can be obtained as well.
● Half-Precision (16 bits, not widely supported by hardware/software), can

● Time evaluation of dp and sp versions for another radiation module:

eventually save even more time and energy.
Code Change: Precision Switch
●ECHAM6 contains a switch to change the precision of many variables
through the code:

INTEGER, PARAMETER :: wp = dp

● Hard coded constraints do not allow the program to run in singleprecision by this switch.
Code Change: Code Blocks
● Changing the radiation modules/routines individually is more feasible.
● Precision of input/output variables must be preserved. Code blocks
structure must be hence changed as follows:
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●This strategy is likely to cause a big overhead.
● The overhead tends to decrease if the modified code blocks are bigger.
● Simultaneously, a minimum 15/25% time gain is achieved in some parts.
● Modifications (in red) and time evaluation for a radiation function:
ELEMENTAL FUNCTION planckFunction(temp, band)
! Compute the blackbody emission in a given band as a function of temperature
!
REAL(WP), INTENT(IN) :: temp
INTEGER, INTENT(IN) :: band
REAL(WP) :: planckFunction
REAL(SP) :: pF, tpsp
INTEGER :: index
REAL(SP) :: fraction
index = MIN(MAX(1, INT(temp - 159._SP)),180)
fraction = temp - 159._SP - float(index)
tpsp = REAL(totplanck(index, band),KIND=SP)
pF = tpsp + fraction * (REAL(totplanck(index+1, band),KIND=SP) - tpsp)
pF = pF * REAL(delwave(band),KIND=SP)
planckFunction = REAL(pF,KIND=WP)
END FUNCTION planckFunction
Average time for 1 month ECHAM run (dp): 160.47s.
Average time for 1 month ECHAM run (sp): 168.35s.

Testing
● In order to isolate the precision sensitive routines, many modified
models have been tested.
● Year means for surface temperature have been evaluated for ten years,
with a five years spin-up.
● The change obtained is mostly in line with that obtained with routine
software change (see pictures at the bottom).
● It seems that single precision does not affect output significantly.
Third Strategy: Parallel Radiation
●A new ECHAM development (poster “Concurrent Radiation in
Atmospheric Simulation”) separates radiation and remaining atmosphere
components to reduce the running time with parallelization.
●Radiation has modular structure.
● Data are passed from and to radiation through few routines.
●Radiation modules take 50% of running time but they make up a
smaller percentage of all ECHAM code.
● The expected overhead is small because the converted block is big.
● Our final plan is to have a software version that reflects this scheme:
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What has been done and what remains to be done
● One radiation version has been modified to single-precision.
● Changes involved in particular MPI, Input/Output, variable thresholds.
● Software cannot yet run properly, further debugging is required.
● Final single precision code might require adjustments to produce
reliable data.



Year average temperature difference for ECHAM with mo_lrtm_gas_optics in double and single precision (1-3, scale on top) and ECHAM
6.03.02/6.03.02p1 (4-6, scale at the bottom). 1976-2008 run, years '81, '86, '90 plots.

